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known, according to the custom of the trade, as a chamber-master,
garret-master, piece-master or journeyman.
This is a system which leads to sweating, and it undoubtedly did so
in the eighteenth century in many trades, and more particularly in the
women's trades, such as silk-winding, slop-work and other branches of
needlework - stitching of stays and quilting for instance* The appren-
ticeship system in certain occupations was simply an exploitation of
juvenile labour. Where the trade was exclusive, highly skilled, or
depended on artistic talent, the working tradesmen as a rule held their
own, and could sometimes make large earnings. The domestic system
leads also to irregularity of work; first, because the employer, having
little fixed capital, can stop or reduce work on any check to the trade;
secondly, on account of delays in obtaining materials and the preference
of the worker for times of leisure compensated by times of excessive
labour. To quote a pamphlet of 172,2:
The weavers, taylors, shoemakers and most other mechanical trades within
the weekly bills, now lose two days in every six throughout the year, the
greatest part whereof is lost thro' an idle or some other vicious inclination;
some part... is lost for want of work. A great part of their time is spent in
fetching their materials, or carrying home their work, or in seeking after their
money, or in spending too much time in providing their food.51
Various forms of the putting-out system were used in the three great
London trades of watchmaking, silk-weaving and shoe-making.
The London watchmaking trade was minutely subdivided; the
making of a watch was chosen as early as 1701 to illustrate the advant-
ages of division of labour.52 By the end of the seventeenth century tools
had been invented which had reduced and simplified the necessary
handwork; Derham (1696) speaks of* the inventions of cutting engines,
ftisy engines, etc*, as 'contrivances of this last age*.53 By 1747 the use of
such tools or * engines', combined with division of labour, was regarded
as having transformed the art of watchmaking. In the course of the
century die working part of the trade located itself in Clerkenwell and
the neighbouring parish of St Luke's. The watchmakers and clock-
makers of repute, who supervised the workmanship and put their names
on the cases, though they sometimes had shops in Clerkenwell, notably
in Red Lion Street, were to be found in the chief streets for shops, such
as Cornhill, Cheapside or the Strand. English watches had a great

